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Abstract: We present a new variational method for multi-view stereovision and non-rigid three-
dimensional motion estimation from multiple video sequences. Our method minimizes the predic-
tion error of the estimated shape and motion. Both problems then translate into a generic image
registration task. The latter is entrusted to a similarity measure chosen depending on imaging con-
ditions and scene properties. In particular, our method can be made robust to appearance changes
due to non-Lambertian materials and illumination changes. Our method results in a simpler, more
flexible, and more efficient implementation than existing deformable surface approaches. The com-
putation time on large datasets does not exceed thirty minutes. Moreover, our method is compliant
with a hardware implementation with graphics processor units. Our stereovision algorithm yields
very good results on a variety of datasets including specularities and translucency. We have success-
fully tested our scene flow algorithm on a very challenging multi-view video sequence of a non-rigid
event.
Key-words: stereovision, non-rigid 3D motion, scene flow, registration, prediction error, variational
method, cross correlation, mutual information, non-Lambertian, level sets.
Modélisation de Scènes Dynamiques par Recalage
de Séquences d’Images Multi-Caméras
Résumé : Nous présentons une nouvelle méthode variationnelle pour la stéréovision multi-caméras
et l’estimation du mouvement tridimensionnel non-rigide à partir de plusieurs séquences vidéos.
Notre méthode minimise l’erreur de prédiction de la forme et du mouvement estimés. Les deux
problèmes se ramènent alors à une tâche générique de recalage d’images. Cette dernière est confiée
à une mesure de similarité choisie en fonction des conditions de prise de vue et des propriétés
de la scène. En particulier, notre méthode peut être rendue robuste aux changements d’apparence
dus aux matériaux non-lambertiens et aux changements d’illumination. Notre méthode aboutit à
une implémentation plus simple, plus souple et plus efficace que les approches par déformation de
surface existantes. Le temps de calcul sur de gros jeux de données ne dépasse pas trente minutes. De
plus, notre méthode est compatible avec une implémentation matérielle à l’aide de cartes graphiques.
Notre algorithme de stéréovision donne de très bons résultats sur de nombreux jeux de données
comportant des spécularités et des transparences. Nous avons testé avec succès notre algorithme
d’estimation du mouvement sur une séquence vidéo multi-caméras d’une scène non-rigide.
Mots-clés : stéréovision, mouvement 3D non-rigide, recalage, erreur de prédiction, méthode vari-
ationnelle, corrélation croisée, information mutuelle, non-lambertien, ensembles de niveaux.
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1 Introduction
Recovering the geometry of a scene from several images taken from different viewpoints, namely
stereovision, is one of the oldest problems in computer vision. More recently, some authors have
considered estimating the dense non-rigid three-dimensional motion field of a scene, often called
scene flow [28], from multiple video sequences. Both problems require to match different images
of the same scene. This is a very difficult task because a scene patch generally has different shapes
and appearances when seen from different points of view and over time. To overcome this difficulty,
most existing stereovision and scene flow algorithms rely on unrealistic simplifying assumptions
that disregard either/both shape/appearance changes.
The brightness constancy assumption is still popular in the stereovision literature, although it
requires a precise photometric calibration of the different cameras and only applies to strictly Lam-
bertian scenes. It motivates the multi-view photo-consistency measure used in voxel coloring [23],
space carving [13], and in the deformable mesh method of [5]. The variational formulation of [26]
proposes an optional local intensity scaling to remove the brightness constancy assumption, but the
number of associated partial differential equations varies as the square of the number of cameras,
which is often prohibitive.
Similarly, some scene flow methods [30, 3, 15] use the spatio-temporal derivatives of the input
images. Due to the underlying brightness constancy assumption and to the local relevance of spatio-
temporal derivatives, these differential methods apply exclusively to slowly-moving scenes under
constant illumination.
Similarity measures agregating neighborhood information are more robust to noise than point-
wise measures and can cope with realistic imaging conditions, but they have to handle geometric
distortion between different views and over time. Early methods, like the classical stereovision by
correlation, settled for fixed matching windows. The underlying assumption is the fronto parallel
hypothesis: camera retinal planes are identical and the scene is an assembly of planes parallel to
them. This assumption can still be found in recent work. In [14], the authors disregard projective
distortion and attempt to minimize its impact by computing the stereo discrepancy of a scene patch
with its two most front-facing cameras only. However, this approach is valid only for a high number
of spatially well-distributed cameras.
Some stereovision methods partially handle projective distortion by taking into account the tan-
gent plane to the object [7, 9, 5]. For example, the remarkable approach of [9] allows to estimate
both the shape and the non-Lambertian reflectance of a scene by minimizing the rank of a radi-
ance tensor, computed by sampling image intensities on a tesselation of the tangent plane. In such
approaches, the matching score depends not only on the position of the surface but also on its ori-
entation. Unfortunately, this first-order shape approximation results in a very complex minimizing
flow involving second-order derivatives of the matching score. The computation of these terms is
tricky, time-consuming and unstable, and, to our knowledge, all authors have resigned to drop them.
More generally, most techniques trade robustness to realistic photometric conditions for an ap-
proximation of shape and motion. This approximation typically behaves like an undesirable regular-
ity constraint and biases the results.
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In Section 2, we propose a common variational framework for stereovision and scene flow esti-
mation which correctly handles projective distortion without any approximation of shape and motion
and which can be made robust to appearance changes.
The metric used in our framework is the ability to predict the other input views from one in-
put view and the estimated shape or motion. This is related to the methodology proposed in [27]
for evaluating the quality of motion estimation and stereo correspondence algorithms. But in our
method, the prediction error is used for the estimation itself rather than for evaluation purposes.
Our formulation is completely decoupled from the nature of the image similarity measure used
to assess the quality of the prediction. It can be the normalized cross correlation, some statistical
measures such as the correlation ratio [19] or the mutual information [29], or any other application-
specific measure. Through this choice, we can make the estimation robust to camera spectral sensi-
tivity differences, non-Lambertian materials and illumination changes. In Section 3, we detail two
similarity measures that can be used in our framework.
Our method processes entire images from which projective distortion has been removed, thereby
avoiding the complex machinery usually needed to match windows of different shapes. Moreover,
its minimizing flow is much simpler than in [7, 9]. This results in elegant and efficient algorithms.
In Section 4, we describe our implementation. We present our experimental results in Section 5.
2 Minimizing the Prediction Error
Our method consists in maximizing, with respect to shape and motion, the similarity between each
input view and the predicted images coming from the other views. We adequatly warp the input
images to compute the predicted images, which simultaneously removes projective distortion. Nu-
merically, this can be done at a low computational cost using texture-mapping graphics hardware (cf
Section 4). For example, in the case of stereovision, we reproject the image taken by one camera
onto the hypothetical surface, then we predict the appearance of the scene in the other views by pro-
jecting this texture-mapped surface in the other cameras. If the estimation of geometry is perfect, the
predicted images coincide exactly with the corresponding input images, modulo noise, calibration
errors, appearance changes and semi-occluded areas. This motivates our approach: we seek a shape
or a motion maximizing the quality of the prediction.
Interestingly, this can be formulated as a generic image registration task. The latter is entrusted to
a measure of image similarity chosen depending on imaging conditions and scene properties. This
measure is basically a function mapping two images to a scalar value. The more similar the two
images are, the lower the value of the measure is.
In our method, we match entire images in the domain of one of the input images. In contrast,
some recent works have proposed to estimate the stereo discrepancy by sampling intensities in some
neighborhood of the surface, regardless of the resolution of the input images. For example, in [9, 5],
the authors resort to a tesselation of the tangent plane, and in [18], the authors perform an integration
along the estimated depth map. However, we believe that the similarity measure should be computed
in the domain of the input images in order to be faithful to the resolution of the input data. Otherwise,
subsampling and interpolation effects may make it irrelevant.
INRIA
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Furthermore, contrarily to [7, 9, 5, 14], our method is not a minimal surface approach, i.e. our
energy functional is not written as the integral on the unknown surface of a data fidelity criterion. In
this approach, the data attachment term and the regularizing term are mixed whereas we may have
to control them separately. As a consequence, to design non trivial regularity constraints, one has to
twist the metric. A good discussion of this topic can be found in [25]. The authors show in some
numerical experiments that better results can be achieved by integrating the similarity on the images
rather than on the surface.
Consequently, in our method, the energy is defined as the sum of a matching term computed in
the images and of a regularity constraint. The latter is required to make the problem well-posed. It is
application-specific. For example, it could be designed to preserve shape or motion discontinuities.
Here we focus on the design of the matching term and we settle for a straightforward regularization
for each problem.
The exact minimization of our energy functionals is computationnally unfeasible due to the huge
number of unknowns. Indeed, simulated annealing is extremely slow in practice. Graph cuts algo-
rithms yield a global minimum or a strong local minimum, and have proved to perform very well in
some formulations of the stereovision problem [11], but they cannot be applied to an arbitrary en-
ergy function [12]. Consequently, we must settle for suboptimal strategies, such as gradient descent,
that are highly prone to local minima. Our implementation uses a multi-resolution coarse-to-fine
strategy to decrease the probability of getting stuck in irrelevant local minima. Basically, it consists
in applying the algorithm to a set of smoothed and subsampled images [1].
2.1 Stereovision
In the following, let a surface S ⊂ R3 model the shape of the scene. We note Ii : Ωi ⊂ R2 → Rd
the image captured by camera i. The perspective projection performed by the latter is denoted by
Πi : R3 → R2. Our method takes into account the visibility of the surface points. In the sequel, we
will refer to Si as the part of S visible in image i. The reprojection from camera i onto the surface
is denoted by Π−1i,S : Πi(S)→ Si. With this notation in hand, the reprojection of image j in camera
i via the surface writes Ij ◦ Πj ◦ Π−1i,S : Πi(Sj) → Rd. We note M a generic measure of similarity
between two images.
The matching termM is the sum of the dissimilarity between each input view and the predicted
images coming from all the other cameras. Thus, for each oriented pair of cameras (i, j), we compute
the similarity between Ii and the reprojection of Ij in camera i via S, on the domain where both are
defined, i.e. Ωi ∩Πi(Sj), in other words after discarding semi-occluded regions:
M(S) =
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Mij(S) , (1)
Mij(S) = M |Ωi∩Πi(Sj)
(
Ii , Ij ◦Πj ◦Π−1i,S
)
. (2)
We now compute the variation of the matching term with respect to an infinitesimal vector dis-
placement δS of the surface. Figure 1 displays the camera setup and our notations. We neglect the
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Figure 1: The camera setup and our notations.
variation related to visibility changes. This technical assumption is commonly used in the stereovi-
sion literature [7, 9, 5, 14]. Using the chain rule, we get that
∂Mij(S + ε δS)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
∫
Ωi∩Πi(Sj)
∂2M(xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×d
DIj(xj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d×2
DΠj(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×3
∂Π−1i,S+ε δS(xi)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
3×1
dxi ,
where xi is the position in image i andD· denotes the Jacobian matrix of a function. For convenience
to the reader, we have indicated the dimensions of the different matrices in the product.
When the surface moves, the predicted image changes. Hence the variation of the matching term
involves the derivative of the similarity measure with respect to its second argument, denoted by
∂2M . The meaning of this derivative is detailed in Section 3. Throughout this section, for sake
of conciceness, we have omitted the images for which this derivative is evaluated. But the reader
must be aware that the predicted images, as well as the domains where the similarity measures are
computed, change along the minimizing flow.
We then use a relation between the movement of the surface and the displacement of the repro-
jected surface point x = Π−1i,S(xi):
∂Π−1i,S+ε δS(xi)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
NT δS(x)
NTdi
di ,
where di is the vector joining the center of camera i and x, and N is the outward surface normal at
this point.
Finally, we rewrite the integral in the image as an integral on the surface by the change of variable
dxi = −
NTdi
z3i
dx ,
where zi is the depth of x in camera i, and we obtain
∂Mij(S + ε δS)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
= −
∫
Si∩Sj
[
∂2M(xi)DIj(xj)DΠj(x)
di
z3i
] [
NT δS(x)
]
dx .
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In other words, the gradient of the matching term is
∇Mij(S)(x) = −δSi∩Sj (x)
[
∂2M(xi)DIj(xj)DΠj(x)
di
z3i
]
N , (3)
where δ. is the Kronecker symbol. As expected, the gradient is zero in the regions not visible from
both cameras. The reader should also note that the term between square brackets is a scalar function.
As regards the regularization term, it is typically the area of the surface, and the associated
minimizing flow is a mean curvature motion. Then, the evolution of the surface is driven by
∂S
∂t
=

−λH +
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
δSi∩Sj ∂2M DIj DΠj
di
z3i

N , (4)
where H denotes the mean curvature of S, and λ is a positive weighting factor.
2.2 Scene flow
Two types of methods prevail in the scene flow literature. In the first family of methods [24, 28, 30],
scene flow is constructed from previously computed optical flows in all the input images. How-
ever, the latter may be noisy and/or physically inconsistent through cameras. The heuristic spatial
smoothness constraints applied to optical flow may also alter the recovered scene flow.
The second family of methods [30, 3, 15] relies on spatio-temporal image derivatives. However,
due to the underlying brightness constancy assumption, and to the local relevance of spatio-temporal
derivatives, these differential methods apply mainly to slowly-moving Lambertian scenes under con-
stant illumination.
Our method does not fall into these two categories. It directly evolves a 3D vector field to
register the input images captured at different times. It can recover large displacements thanks to the
multi-resolution strategy and can be made robust to illumination changes through the design of the
similarity measure.
Let now St model the shape of the scene and I ti be the image captured by camera i at time t. Let
vt : St → R3 be a 3D vector field representing the motion of the scene between t and t+ 1.
The matching term F is the sum over all cameras of the dissimilarity between the images taken
at time t and the corresponding images at t+ 1 warped back in time using the scene flow.
F(vt) =
∑
i
Fi(vt) , (5)
Fi(vt) = M
(
Iti , I
t+1
i ◦Πi ◦ (Π−1i,St + vt)
)
. (6)
As the reader can check easily, its gradient writes
∇TFi(vt)(x) = −δSti (x)
NTdi
z3i
∂2M(xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×d
DIt+1i
(
Πi(x + v
t)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
d×2
DΠi(x + v
t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2×3
. (7)
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As regards the regularization term, in this case it is typically the harmonic energy of the flow
over the surface, and the corresponding minimizing flow is an intrinsic heat equation [2]. Then, the
evolution of the scene flow is driven by
∂vt
∂τ
= µ∆Stv
t +
∑
i
δSti
NTdi
z3i
[
∂2M DI
t+1
i DΠi
]T
, (8)
where τ is the fictious time of the minimization, ∆St denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the
surface, and µ is a positive weighting factor.
3 Some Similarity Measures
In this section, we present two similarity measures than can be used in our framework: cross correla-
tion and mutual information [29]. Cross correlation assumes a local affine dependency between the
intensities of the two images, whereas mutual information can cope with general statistical depen-
dencies. We have picked these two measures among a broader family of statistical criteria proposed
in [8] for multimodal image registration.
In the following, we consider two scalar images I1, I2 : Ω ⊂ R2 → R. The measures below can
be extended to vector (e.g. color) images by summing over the different components.
The minimizing flows given in Section 2 involve the derivative of the similarity measure with
respect to the second image, denoted by ∂2M . The meaning of this derivative is the following: given
two images I1, I2 : Ω → Rd, we note ∂2M(I1, I2) the function mapping Ω to the row vectors of
Rd, verifying for any image variation δI:
∂M(I1, I2 + ε δI)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
∫
Ω
∂2M(I1, I2)(x) δI(x) dx . (9)
3.1 Cross correlation
Cross correlation is still the most popular matching measure in the stereovision area. Most methods
still use fixed square or rectangular matching windows. In this case, the choice of the window size
is a difficult trade-off between match reliability and oversmoothing of depth discontinuities due to
projective distortion [21]. Some authors alleviate this problem by using adaptative windows [10, 20].
In our method, since we match distortion-free images, the size of the matching window is not
related to a shape approximation. The matter here is in how big a neighborhood the assumption
of affine dependency is valid. Typically, non-Lambertian scenes require to reduce the size of the
correlation window, making the estimation less robust to noise and outliers.
In our implementation, we use smooth Gaussian windows with an infinite support instead of hard
windows. Gaussian windows are more elegant as regards the continuous formulation of our problem
and can be implemented efficiently with fast recursive filtering.
Thus, we gather neighborhood information using convolutions by a Gaussian kernel of standard
deviation σ. The local mean, variance, covariance and cross correlation of the two images respec-
INRIA
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tively write
µi(x) =
Gσ ? Ii(x)
ω(x)
, vi(x) =
Gσ ? I
2
i (x)
ω(x)
− µ2i (x) + β2 ,
v1,2(x) =
Gσ ? I1I2(x)
ω(x)
− µ1(x)µ2(x) , cc(x) =
v1,2(x)√
v1(x)v2(x)
,
where ω is a normalization function accounting for the shape of the domain: ω(x) =
∫
Ω
Gσ(x −
y) dy. The β constant prevents the denominator from being zero.
We agregate the opposite of the local cross correlation to get a similarity measure corresponding
to our needs:
MCC(I1, I2) = −
∫
Ω
cc(x) dx . (10)
The minimizing flow involved by our method includes the derivative of the similarity measure with
respect to the second image. In this case, it writes
∂2M
CC(I1, I2)(x) = α(x) I1(x) + β(x) I2(x) + γ(x) , (11)
where
α(x) = Gσ ?
−1
ω
√
v1 v2
(x) , β(x) = Gσ ?
cc
ω v2
(x) , γ(x) = Gσ ?
(
µ1
ω
√
v1 v2
− µ2 cc
ω v2
)
(x) .
In practice, along the minimizing flow, the α, β, γ functions change slowly relative to I1 and I2. So,
in our implementation, we update them only every ten iterations to reduce the computational burden.
3.2 Mutual information
Mutual information is based on the joint probability distribution of the two images, estimated by the
Parzen window method [17] with a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation β:
P (i1, i2) =
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
Gβ (I1(x)− i1 , I2(x)− i2) dx . (12)
We note P1, P2 the marginals:
P1(i1) =
∫
R
P (i1, i2) di2 , P2(i2) =
∫
R
P (i1, i2) di1 .
Our measure is the opposite of the mutual information of the two images:
MMI(I1, I2) = −
∫
R2
P (i1, i2) log
P (i1, i2)
P1(i1)P2(i2)
di1 di2 . (13)
Its derivative with respect to the second image writes [8, 6]:
∂2M
MI(I1, I2)(x) = ζ(I1(x), I2(x)) , (14)
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where
ζ(i1, i2) =
1
|Ω| Gβ ?
(
∂2P
P
− P
′
2
P2
)
(i1, i2) .
In our implementation, the ζ function is updated only every ten iterations.
4 Implementation Aspects
We have implemented our method in the level set framework [4, 16], motivated by its numerical sta-
bility and its ability to handle topological changes automatically. However, our method is not specific
to a particular surface model. Thus, an implementation with meshes would be straightforward.
The predicted images can be computed very efficiently thanks to graphics card hardware-accelerated
rasterizing capabilities. In our implementation, we determine the visibility of surface points in all
cameras using OpenGL depth buffering, we compute the reprojection of an image to another camera
via the surface using projective texture mapping, and we discard semi-occluded areas using shadow-
mapping [22].
The bottleneck in our current implementation is the computation of the similarity measure. Since
it only involves homogeneous operations on entire images, we could probably resort to a graphics
processor unit based implementation with vertex and fragment programs.
5 Experimental Results
5.1 Stereovision
Table 1 describes the stereovision datasets used in our experiments. All datasets are color images
except “Hervé” which is grayscale. All are real images except “Buddha”. “Cactus” and “Gargoyle”
are courtesy of Pr. K. Kutulakos (University of Toronto). “Buddha” and “Bust” are publicly available
from the OpenLF software (LFM project, Intel).
We have used either cross correlation (CC) or mutual information (MI). Both perform well on
these complex scenes. “Buddha” and “Bust” are probably the more challenging datasets: “Buddha”
is a synthetic scene simulating a translucent material and “Bust” includes strong specularities. How-
ever, cross correlation with a small matching window (standard deviation of 2 pixels) yields very
good results.
Using all possible camera pairs is quite expensive computationnally. Moreover, it is often not
necessary since, when two cameras are far apart, no or little part of the scene is visible in both views.
Consequently, in practice, we only pick pairs of neighboring cameras.
The computation time is reasonable: up to 30 minutes on a 2 GHz Pentium IV PC under linux.
The number of iterations is 600 for all datasets. However, in practice, the convergence is often at-
tained earlier. Hence the computation time could be reduced using an appropriate stopping criterion.
In all our experiments, the regularizer is a mean curvature motion.
We show our results in Figures 2,3,4,5 and 6. For each dataset, we display some of the input
images, the ground truth when available, then some views of the estimated shape, and finally the
INRIA
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Name #Images Image size #Image pairs Measure Level set size Time (sec.)
Hervé 2 512× 512 2 MI 1283 107
Cactus 30 768× 484 60 CC 1283 1670
Gargoyle 16 719× 485 32 MI 1283 905
Buddha 25 500× 500 50 CC 1283 530
Bust 24 300× 600 48 CC 128× 128× 256 1831
Table 1: Description of the stereovision datasets used in our experiments.
same views after reprojecting the texture coming from the most front-facing camera. Note that this
texture-mapped representation does not aim at photorealism. In particular, it generates artefacts at
the places where the source of the texture changes. It is only intended to show the validity of the
output of our method for more sophisticated image-based rendering techniques.
In all our experiments, the overall shape of the objects is successfully recovered, and a lot of
details are captured: the eyes and the mouth of “Hervé”, the stings of “Cactus”, the ears and the
pedestal of “Gargoyle”, the nose and the collar of “Buddha”, the ears and the moustache of “Bust”.
A few defects are of course visible. Some of them can be explained. The hole around the stick of
“Gargoyle” is not fully recovered. This may be due to the limited number of images (16): some parts
of the concavity are visible only in one camera. The depression in the forehead of “Bust” is related
to a very strong specularity: intensity is almost saturated in some images.
Figure 2: “Hervé” stereo pair and our results.
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Figure 3: Some images from the “Cactus” dataset and our results.
5.2 Stereovision + scene flow
We have tested our scene flow algorithm on a challenging multi-view video sequence of a non-rigid
event. The “Yiannis” sequence is taken from a collection of datasets that were made available to the
community by P. Baker and J. Neumann (University of Maryland) for benchmark purposes. This
sequence shows a character talking while rotating his head. It was captured by 22 cameras at 54
fps plus 8 high-resolution cameras at 6 fps. Here we focus on the 30 synchronized sequences at the
lower frame rate to demonstrate that our method can handle large displacements.
We have applied successively our stereovision and scene flow algorithms: once we know the
shape St, we compute the 3D motion vt with our scene flow algorithm. Since St+vt is a very good
estimate of St+1, we use it as the initial condition in our stereovision algorithm and we perform a
handful of iterations to refine it. This is mush faster than restarting the optimization from scratch.
We also compute the backward motion from t+ 1 to t for the purpose of time interpolation.
Figure 7 displays the first four frames of one of the input sequence and our estimation of shape
and 3D forward motion at corresponding times. We successfully recover the opening then closing of
the mouth, followed by the rotation of the head while the mouth opens again. Moreover, we capture
displacements of more than twenty pixels.
We use our results to generate time-interpolated 3D sequences of the scene. To synthetize images
at intermediate time instants, we can either use the previous shape and texture warped by the forward
INRIA
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Figure 4: Some images from the “Gargoyle” dataset and our results.
motion, or the next shape and texture warped by the backward motion. Ideally the two should coin-
cide exactly, but of course this is never the case in practice. As a consequence, we linearly interpolate
between forward and backward extrapolated images to guarantee a smooth blending between frames.
In return it causes “crossfading” artefacts in some places where forward and backward extrapolation
significantly diverge.
We display a short excerpt of such a time-interpolated sequence in Figure 8. Note the progressive
opening and closing of the mouth.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a novel method for multi-view stereovision and scene flow estimation which
minimizes the prediction error. Our method correctly handles projective distortion without any
approximation of shape and motion, and can be made robust to appearance changes. To achieve
this, we adequatly warp the input views and we register the resulting distortion-free images with
a user-defined similarity measure. We have implemented our stereovision method in the level set
framework and we have obtained results comparing favorably with state-of-the-art methods, even
on complex non-Lambertian real-world images including specularities and translucency. Using our
RR n° 5321
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Figure 5: Some images from the “Buddha” dataset, ground truth and our results.
algorithm for motion estimation, we have successfully recovered the 3D motion of a non-rigid event
and we have synthetized time-interpolated 3D sequences.
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Figure 6: Some images from the “Bust” dataset, pseudo ground truth and our results.
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Figure 7: First images of one sequence of the “Yiannis” dataset and our results.
Figure 8: An excerpt of the time-interpolated 3D sequence for the “Yiannis” dataset.
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